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Dark Matter
Evidence



What we don’t know 
Mass?


Production mechanism?


Origin?

SUSY? Extra Dimension? Mirror Sector?


etc… 
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Dark Matter
What we know and don’t know about DM

What we know 
DM is singlet under the SM gauge 
groups


Energy density


~27% (total); ~  (local)


DM is cold ( ) and 
collisionless ( )

0.4 GeV/cm3

v/c ∼ 10−3

σSI/mDM ≲ 1 cm2/g



DM could be just one particle, only interacting with SM via gravitation
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Dark Matter
Dark Sector



DM could be just one particle, only interacting with SM via gravitation


Not necessarily!

Multiple States (eg. dark proton, dark photon, dark neutrino, etc.)


Various interactions within DS (self-interactions) and/or btw SM and DS (portals) 
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Dark Matter
Dark Sector



DM could be just one particle, only interacting with SM via gravitation


Not necessarily!

Multiple States (eg. dark proton, dark photon, dark neutrino, etc.)


Various interaction within DS (self-interactions) and/or btw SM and DS (portals)


Imprint on Cosmological Observations

Possibly in  and  tensions 

Even though gone, worth investigating

H0 S8

7

Dark Matter
Dark Sector
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Cosmological Tensions
Hubble tension (~4-6 )σ

v = H0D

Estimate the size and age of universe



Early Universe


CMB fit to 


~68 km/s/Mpc


Late Universe

Cosmic Distance Ladder


~72 km/s/Mpc 

ΛCDM
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Cosmological Tensions
Hubble tension (~4-6 )σ

Snowmass [arXiv:2203.06142]21

Moresco et al. (2022), open wCDM with systematics: 67.8-7.2
+8.7

Moresco et al. (2022), flat ΛCDM with systematics: 66.5 ± 5.4

Hotokezaka et al. (2019): 70.3-5.0
+5.3

Mukherjee et al. (2019), GW170817+VLBI: 68.3-4.5
+4.6

Mukherjee et al. (2020), GW170817+ZTF: 67.6-4.2
+4.3

Gayathri et al. (2020), GW190521+GW170817: 73.4-10.7
+6.9

Palmese et al. (2021), GW170817: 72.77-7.55
+11

Abbott et al. (2021), GWTC–3: 68-8.0
+12.0

Mukherjee et al. (2022), GW170817+GWTC–3: 67-3.8
+6.3

Wong et al. (2019), H0LiCOW 2019: 73.3-1.8
+1.7

Shajib et al. (2019), STRIDES: 74.2-3.0
+2.7

Liao et al. (2019): 72.2 ± 2.1
Liao et al. (2020): 72.8-1.7

+1.6
Qi et al. (2020): 73.6-1.6

+1.8
Millon et al. (2020), TDCOSMO: 74.2 ± 1.6

Yang, Birrer, Hu (2020): 73.65-2.26
+1.95

Birrer et al. (2020), TDCOSMO+SLACS: 67.4-3.2
+4.1

Birrer et al. (2020), TDCOSMO: 74.5-6.1
+5.6

Denzel et al. (2021): 71.8-3.3
+3.9

Wang, Meng (2017): 76.12-3.44
+3.47

Fernandez Arenas et al. (2018): 71.0 ± 3.5

Schombert, McGaugh, Lelli (2020): 75.1 ± 2.8
Kourkchi et al. (2020): 76.0 ± 2.6

Pesce et al. (2020): 73.9 ± 3.0

de Jaeger et al. (2020): 75.8-4.9
+5.2

de Jaeger et al. (2022): 75.4-3.7
+3.8

Cantiello et al. (2018): 71.9 ± 7.1
Khetan et al. (2020) w/ LMC DEB: 71.1 ± 4.1

Blakeslee et al. (2021) IR-SBF w/ HST: 73.3 ± 2.5

Huang et al. (2019): 73.3 ± 4.0

Yuan et al. (2019): 72.4 ± 2.0
Reid, Pesce, Riess (2019), SH0ES: 71.1 ± 1.99

Freedman et al. (2020): 69.6 ± 1.9
Soltis, Casertano, Riess (2020): 72.1 ± 2.0
Kim, Kang, Lee, Jang (2021): 69.5 ± 4.2

Freedman (2021): 69.8 ± 1.7
Anand, Tully, Rizzi, Riess, Yuan (2021): 71.5 ± 1.8

Jones et al. (2022): 72.4 ± 3.3
Dhawan et al. (2022): 76.94 ± 6.4

Camarena, Marra (2019): 75.4 ± 1.7
Riess et al. (2019), R19: 74.03 ± 1.42

Breuval et al. (2020): 72.8 ± 2.7
Riess et al. (2020), R20: 73.2 ± 1.3

Camarena, Marra (2021): 74.30 ± 1.45
Riess et al. (2022), R22: 73.04 ± 1.04

Farren et al. (2021): 69.5-3.5
+3.0

Philcox et al. (2020), Pl (k)+CMB lensing: 70.6-5.0
+3.7

Baxter et al. (2020): 73.5 ± 5.3

Alam et al. (2020), BOSS+eBOSS+BBN: 67.35 ± 0.97
Ivanov et al. (2020), BOSS+BBN: 67.9 ± 1.1

Colas et al. (2020), BOSS DR12+BBN: 68.7 ± 1.5
D' Amico et al. (2020), BOSS DR12+BBN: 68.5 ± 2.2

Philcox et al. (2021), P+Bispectrum+BAO+BBN: 68.31-0.86
+0.83

Chen et al. (2021), P+BAO+BBN: 69.23±0.77
Zhang et al. (2021), BOSS correlation function+BAO+BBN: 68.19±0.99

Hinshaw et al. (2013), WMAP9: 70.0 ± 2.2
Henning et al. (2018), SPT: 71.3 ± 2.1

Zhang, Huang (2019), WMAP9+BAO: 68.36-0.52
+0.53

Aiola et al. (2020), WMAP9+ACT: 67.6 ± 1.1
Aiola et al. (2020), ACT: 67.9 ± 1.5
Dutcher et al. (2021), SPT: 68.8 ± 1.5

Ade et al. (2016), Planck 2015, H0 = 67.27 ± 0.66
Aghanim et al. (2020), Planck 2018+CMB lensing: 67.36 ± 0.54

Aghanim et al. (2020), Planck 2018: 67.27 ± 0.60
Pogosian et al. (2020), eBOSS+Planck mH2: 69.6 ± 1.8

Balkenhol et al. (2021), Planck 2018+SPT+ACT : 67.49 ± 0.5
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FIG. 2. 68% CL constraint on H0 from di↵erent cosmological probes (based on Refs. [49, 50]).

Planck ’18 [arXiv:1807.06209]

A. G. Riess et al. [arXiv:2112.04510]



Early Universe


CMB fit to 


~68 km/s/Mpc


Late Universe

Cosmic Distance Ladder


~72 km/s/Mpc 


 Crack in Lambda CDM?

ΛCDM
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CMB measures  tightly by sound horizon angle
H0
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Hubble Tension
Early Universe Measurement



CMB measures  tightly by sound horizon angle
H0

12

rs

DAθs

θs =
rs

DA

rs ∼
cs

Hearly
∼

cs

Hrec(ρearly/ρrec)1/2

DA ∼
c

Hlate
∼

c
H0(ρlate/ρtoday)1/2

: sound speed of baryon-photon plasmacsHubble Tension
Early Universe Measurement
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rs

DAθs

θs =
rs

DA

rs ∼
cs

Hearly
∼

cs

Hrec(ρearly/ρrec)1/2

DA ∼
c

Hlate
∼

c
H0(ρlate/ρtoday)1/2

H0 ∼ Hrecθs
c/(ρlate/ρtoday)1/2

cs/(ρearly/ρrec)1/2

HPlanck2018
0 = 67.36 ± 0.54 km/s/Mpc

: sound speed of baryon-photon plasmacsHubble Tension
Early Universe Measurement



To increase ,
H0
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Cosmological Tensions
Hubble tension (~4-6 )σ

H0 & S8 together?

47

Enhance early measurement of H0 & decrease early measurement of S8?

S8

ea
rly

la
te

H0

ea
rly

la
te

H0 ∼ Hrecθs
c/(ρlate/ρtoday)1/2

cs/(ρearly/ρrec)1/2



To increase ,


Decrease energy density at late times (late-time solutions)


Increasing  over time with  fixed  energy is created out of nowhere


Hard to square with low-redshift astronomical observations

H0

ρ(t) ρ0 →

15

Cosmological Tensions
Hubble tension (~4-6 )σ

ΛCDM

ρ(z)/ρ0

z 39

θs=rs/D

D ~ ∫(ρ/ρ0)-½ / H0

1

ma
tte
r

c.c.

New Late Physics?

new

z 40

θs=rs/D

D ~ ∫(ρ/ρ0)-½ / H0

incre
ase integral

ρ(z)/ρ0

1

matte
r

exotic

New Late Physics?H0 ∼ Hrecθs
c/(ρlate/ρtoday)1/2

cs/(ρearly/ρrec)1/2



To increase ,


Increase energy density at early times (early-time solutions)


Early Dark Energy  ,  


          

H0

→ V(ϕ) = Λ4
EDE[1 − cos(ϕ/fEDE)]n V(ϕ) = V0 ( ϕ

Mpl )
2n

+ VΛ
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Cosmological Tensions
Hubble tension (~4-6 )σ

H0 ∼ Hrecθs
c/(ρlate/ρtoday)1/2

cs/(ρearly/ρrec)1/2

V. Poulin et al. [arXiv:1806.10608]

P. Agrawal et al. [arXiv:1904.01016]



To increase ,


Increase energy density at early times (early-time solutions)


Early Dark Energy


Dark Radiation  Massless states in Dark Sector 

H0

→

17

Cosmological Tensions
Hubble tension (~4-6 )σ

H0 ∼ Hrecθs
c/(ρlate/ρtoday)1/2

cs/(ρearly/ρrec)1/2
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To increase ,


Increase energy density at early times (early-time solutions) 

Free-streaming (non-interacting)  Dark Radiation (DR) 

Silk damping (diffusion) + Drag effect

H0

θd =
rd

DA
→

θd

θs
=

rd

rs
∝ H1/2

early

Dark Radiation
A Class of Solutions to Hubble tension

rs ∝ H−1
early

rd ∝ H−1/2
early

DR and CMB
Last scattering surface

Sound horizon
⇠ H

�1
rec

Silk damping scale

�

e
e

�

/ 1p
Hrec

The Silk damping scale becomes relatively 
larger, suppressing fluctuations at larger   .`

dSD

dSH
/

p
Hrec
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To increase ,


Increase energy density at early times (early-time solutions) 

Free-streaming (non-interacting)  Dark Radiation (DR) 

Silk damping (diffusion) + Drag effect 

Good: Self-interacting DR 

Silk damping (diffusion) 

H0

Dark Radiation
A Class of Solutions to Hubble tension

N. Blinov et al. [arXiv:2003.08387]

DM : CDM
,
Y

4, A

DR :

4'
,
A

↑

I A
4 4

It'
4 A

4

SIDR

y
Ge
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To increase ,


Increase energy density at early times (early-time solutions) 

Free-streaming (non-interacting)  Dark Radiation (DR) 

Silk damping (diffusion) + Drag effect 

Good: Self-interacting DR 

Silk damping (diffusion) 

Better: Stepped DR 

H0

Dark Radiation
A Class of Solutions to Hubble tension

N. Blinov et al. [arXiv:2003.08387]

D. Aloni et al. [arXiv:2111.00014]

DM : CDM
,
Y

4, A

DR :

4'
,
A

↑

I A
4 4

It'
4 A

4

SIDR

y
Ge
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Stepped DR 

Multicomponent (e.g.  & )


decaying / annihilating and self-interacting DR


Mass threshold around 


Entropy dump / Reheating in DS

ψ A

m ∼ eV

D. Aloni et al. [arXiv:2111.00014]

Dark Radiation
A Class of Solutions to Hubble tension

high-ℓ
low-ℓ

high-ℓ

low-ℓ

71.4 -15.1 2.4 𝝈

Δχ2 QDMAPH0

D. Aloni et al. [arXiv:2111.00014]



: amplitude of matter density fluctuations on the scale of 8 Mpc/h                                  
(~ galaxy cluster scale)


:


σ8

S8 ≡ σ8(Ωm/0.3)1/2

22

Cosmological Tensions
 tension (~2-3 )S8 σ

Snowmass [arXiv:2203.06142]

Structure formation

35

G
A
D
G
ET2

S8

ea
rly

la
te

8 Mpc/h



Early Universe


CMB fit to 


~0.83


Late Universe

Local measurements


~0.76 

ΛCDM
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Cosmological Tensions
 tension (~2-3 )S8 σ

Snowmass [arXiv:2203.06142]

Planck ’18 [arXiv:1807.06209]

DES ‘21 [arXiv:2105.13544, 2105.13543]
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FIG. 4. Constraints on S8 and its corresponding 68% error (updated from Ref. [50]). We show the nominal reported values
by each study, which may di↵er in their definition of the constraints. The definition S8 = �8(⌦m/0.3)↵ with ↵ = 1/2 has been
uniformly used for all points. In those cases where ↵ 6= 1/2 has been used in some references, the value of S8 with ↵ = 1/2
was recalculated (along with the uncertainties) using the constraints on �8 and ⌦m shown in those references, assuming their
errors are Gaussian. This concerns only 5 CC points where the published value of ↵ was di↵erent from 1/2 and the di↵erence
from the published S8 (with di↵erent ↵) is very small. The rest of the points are taken directly from the published values.

By contrast, in some analyses, the statistics relevant to the full posterior distribution have been adopted, such as
the maximum a posteriori point or the best fitting values and their associated errors. These choices can impact the
estimated values of the parameters, in particular when the posterior distributions are significantly non-Gaussian or
when the parameter estimates are prior dominated (see e.g. Ref. [266]). For simplicity, we will use the nominal values
reported in each analysis, but caution the reader that the methodology used may di↵er from case to case (see Sec. III
for a more detailed discussion).
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Joudaki et al. (2017)
Hikage et al. (2019)
Hamana et al. (2020)
Troxel et al. (2018)
Amon et al. and Secco et al. (2021)
Hildebrandt et al. (2017)
Kohlinger et al. (2017)
Hildebrandt et al. (2020)
Wright et al. (2020)
Joudaki et al. (2020)
Asgari et al. (2020)
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FIG. 4. Constraints on S8 and its corresponding 68% error (updated from Ref. [50]). We show the nominal reported values
by each study, which may di↵er in their definition of the constraints. The definition S8 = �8(⌦m/0.3)↵ with ↵ = 1/2 has been
uniformly used for all points. In those cases where ↵ 6= 1/2 has been used in some references, the value of S8 with ↵ = 1/2
was recalculated (along with the uncertainties) using the constraints on �8 and ⌦m shown in those references, assuming their
errors are Gaussian. This concerns only 5 CC points where the published value of ↵ was di↵erent from 1/2 and the di↵erence
from the published S8 (with di↵erent ↵) is very small. The rest of the points are taken directly from the published values.

By contrast, in some analyses, the statistics relevant to the full posterior distribution have been adopted, such as
the maximum a posteriori point or the best fitting values and their associated errors. These choices can impact the
estimated values of the parameters, in particular when the posterior distributions are significantly non-Gaussian or
when the parameter estimates are prior dominated (see e.g. Ref. [266]). For simplicity, we will use the nominal values
reported in each analysis, but caution the reader that the methodology used may di↵er from case to case (see Sec. III
for a more detailed discussion).
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mass is reasonably large. Instead, the most e�cient scat-
tering occurs from the t-channel process of the massive
fermion exchanging a virtual boson with the dark mat-
ter. Naturally, this scattering is exponentially suppressed
as the massive fermion decays away, e↵ectively receiving
a penalty factor of exp(�m/TDR) . In this case, due to
the choice of a vector boson (as opposed to a scalar bo-
son), there is an additional concern of keeping the re-
maining massless fermions self-interacting [4]. However,
we will restrict ourselves to parameter ranges where such
strong self-interaction is guaranteed except where explic-
itly stated otherwise.

Interestingly, this requirement puts us into a regime
where the interaction rate is much stronger than the Hub-
ble rate � � H before the transition redshift. This, in
turn, requires us to postulate only a subdominant frac-
tion of the overall dark matter to be interacting (which
we denote by fidm), as otherwise, the suppression of clus-
tering would be too strong and observable both in the
CMB and LSS, as also evident from the constraints in
Section IV. Since the interaction is significantly larger
than the Hubble rate before the transition redshift, the
time until the exponential term suppresses �/H ⇠ 1 in
this model is typically delayed by around one decade in
redshift (see also Fig. 1).

D. Summary of interacting dark radiation

To summarize, both the strongly and the weakly inter-
acting stepped dark radiation models are founded on the
mechanism of the dark radiation transition introduced by
a dark sector containing a massive and massless species.
The main di↵erence arising directly from the chosen La-
grangians is how strong the interaction is before the step
(�/H ⌧ 1 in [2, 3], and �/H � 1 in [4]) – thus also justi-
fying our naming convention – as well as how quickly the
interaction decays after the step, either polynomially as
(TDR/m)4 or exponentially with e

�m/TDR . The weakly
interacting case also causes a smoother suppression of the
power spectrum and negligible dark acoustic oscillations
(see Appendix D for more details).

We show the behavior of the dimensionless interac-
tion rate �/H in Fig. 1. In both models, the inter-
action rate starts to drop around at . However, in the
strongly interacting case (bottom panel) we can see that
the decoupling of the dark matter, which occurs when
�(aidm,dec) = H(aidm,dec), is delayed by about one order
of magnitude in scale factor.

The general equations for the non-interacting stepped
dark radiation model can be found for example in [2, 12].
We modify the Euler equation for the bulk velocity as

✓̇idm = . . . + a�(✓DR � ✓idm) , (1)

✓̇DR = . . . + a�S(✓idm � ✓DR) , (2)

where the dot denotes a derivative with respect to con-
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Figure 1. Top panel : The interaction rate in units of the Hub-
ble parameter in the weakly interacting case, with at = 10�4.5

shown in the dotted line. Bottom panel : The interaction rate
in units of the Hubble parameter in the strongly interacting
case, with at = 10�4.5 shown in the dotted line. We also
show the scale factor when the idm decouples (�/H = 1).
Note that at and aidm�dec are separated by about an order of
magnitude.

formal time, S = ⇢idm/(⇢DR + PDR), and

�weak =
�0((1 + zt)/x)2

(1 � 0.05
p

x + 0.131x)4
, (3)

for the weakly interacting model with x = m/TDR ,
whereas

�strong =
4↵

2

d

3⇡
ln(#)

T
2

DR

m�
exp(�x)[2 + x(2 + x)], (4)

for the strongly interacting model. Here we used the cold
dark matter mass1 m� (fixed to 1000 GeV for this work)
and defined # = K2(x)(xK0(x)+K1(x))�2

·(⇡↵
�3

d )/(2g )
(with g being the degrees of freedom for the massive
fermion). The Ki(x) are the Bessel-K functions and �0

and ↵d are the interaction strength parameters of each
model. The derivation of these expressions for � can be
found in [3, Eq. (3)] for the weakly interacting model,
and in [4, Eq. (3.13)] for the strongly interacting model.
We will further fix ↵d = 10�4 in order to ensure a tightly
coupled dark radiation species, and instead vary the frac-
tion of dark matter that interacts with the dark radiation,
denoted as fidm , as has been done in [4]. Finally, we ne-
glect the impact of interactions on the interacting dark
matter sound speed, since the latter impacts primarily
small scales beyond the reach of current experiments.
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mass is reasonably large. Instead, the most e�cient scat-
tering occurs from the t-channel process of the massive
fermion exchanging a virtual boson with the dark mat-
ter. Naturally, this scattering is exponentially suppressed
as the massive fermion decays away, e↵ectively receiving
a penalty factor of exp(�m/TDR) . In this case, due to
the choice of a vector boson (as opposed to a scalar bo-
son), there is an additional concern of keeping the re-
maining massless fermions self-interacting [4]. However,
we will restrict ourselves to parameter ranges where such
strong self-interaction is guaranteed except where explic-
itly stated otherwise.

Interestingly, this requirement puts us into a regime
where the interaction rate is much stronger than the Hub-
ble rate � � H before the transition redshift. This, in
turn, requires us to postulate only a subdominant frac-
tion of the overall dark matter to be interacting (which
we denote by fidm), as otherwise, the suppression of clus-
tering would be too strong and observable both in the
CMB and LSS, as also evident from the constraints in
Section IV. Since the interaction is significantly larger
than the Hubble rate before the transition redshift, the
time until the exponential term suppresses �/H ⇠ 1 in
this model is typically delayed by around one decade in
redshift (see also Fig. 1).

D. Summary of interacting dark radiation

To summarize, both the strongly and the weakly inter-
acting stepped dark radiation models are founded on the
mechanism of the dark radiation transition introduced by
a dark sector containing a massive and massless species.
The main di↵erence arising directly from the chosen La-
grangians is how strong the interaction is before the step
(�/H ⌧ 1 in [2, 3], and �/H � 1 in [4]) – thus also justi-
fying our naming convention – as well as how quickly the
interaction decays after the step, either polynomially as
(TDR/m)4 or exponentially with e

�m/TDR . The weakly
interacting case also causes a smoother suppression of the
power spectrum and negligible dark acoustic oscillations
(see Appendix D for more details).

We show the behavior of the dimensionless interac-
tion rate �/H in Fig. 1. In both models, the inter-
action rate starts to drop around at . However, in the
strongly interacting case (bottom panel) we can see that
the decoupling of the dark matter, which occurs when
�(aidm,dec) = H(aidm,dec), is delayed by about one order
of magnitude in scale factor.

The general equations for the non-interacting stepped
dark radiation model can be found for example in [2, 12].
We modify the Euler equation for the bulk velocity as

✓̇idm = . . . + a�(✓DR � ✓idm) , (1)

✓̇DR = . . . + a�S(✓idm � ✓DR) , (2)

where the dot denotes a derivative with respect to con-
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Figure 1. Top panel : The interaction rate in units of the Hub-
ble parameter in the weakly interacting case, with at = 10�4.5

shown in the dotted line. Bottom panel : The interaction rate
in units of the Hubble parameter in the strongly interacting
case, with at = 10�4.5 shown in the dotted line. We also
show the scale factor when the idm decouples (�/H = 1).
Note that at and aidm�dec are separated by about an order of
magnitude.

formal time, S = ⇢idm/(⇢DR + PDR), and

�weak =
�0((1 + zt)/x)2

(1 � 0.05
p

x + 0.131x)4
, (3)

for the weakly interacting model with x = m/TDR ,
whereas

�strong =
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m�
exp(�x)[2 + x(2 + x)], (4)

for the strongly interacting model. Here we used the cold
dark matter mass1 m� (fixed to 1000 GeV for this work)
and defined # = K2(x)(xK0(x)+K1(x))�2

·(⇡↵
�3

d )/(2g )
(with g being the degrees of freedom for the massive
fermion). The Ki(x) are the Bessel-K functions and �0

and ↵d are the interaction strength parameters of each
model. The derivation of these expressions for � can be
found in [3, Eq. (3)] for the weakly interacting model,
and in [4, Eq. (3.13)] for the strongly interacting model.
We will further fix ↵d = 10�4 in order to ensure a tightly
coupled dark radiation species, and instead vary the frac-
tion of dark matter that interacts with the dark radiation,
denoted as fidm , as has been done in [4]. Finally, we ne-
glect the impact of interactions on the interacting dark
matter sound speed, since the latter impacts primarily
small scales beyond the reach of current experiments.
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mass is reasonably large. Instead, the most e�cient scat-
tering occurs from the t-channel process of the massive
fermion exchanging a virtual boson with the dark mat-
ter. Naturally, this scattering is exponentially suppressed
as the massive fermion decays away, e↵ectively receiving
a penalty factor of exp(�m/TDR) . In this case, due to
the choice of a vector boson (as opposed to a scalar bo-
son), there is an additional concern of keeping the re-
maining massless fermions self-interacting [4]. However,
we will restrict ourselves to parameter ranges where such
strong self-interaction is guaranteed except where explic-
itly stated otherwise.

Interestingly, this requirement puts us into a regime
where the interaction rate is much stronger than the Hub-
ble rate � � H before the transition redshift. This, in
turn, requires us to postulate only a subdominant frac-
tion of the overall dark matter to be interacting (which
we denote by fidm), as otherwise, the suppression of clus-
tering would be too strong and observable both in the
CMB and LSS, as also evident from the constraints in
Section IV. Since the interaction is significantly larger
than the Hubble rate before the transition redshift, the
time until the exponential term suppresses �/H ⇠ 1 in
this model is typically delayed by around one decade in
redshift (see also Fig. 1).

D. Summary of interacting dark radiation

To summarize, both the strongly and the weakly inter-
acting stepped dark radiation models are founded on the
mechanism of the dark radiation transition introduced by
a dark sector containing a massive and massless species.
The main di↵erence arising directly from the chosen La-
grangians is how strong the interaction is before the step
(�/H ⌧ 1 in [2, 3], and �/H � 1 in [4]) – thus also justi-
fying our naming convention – as well as how quickly the
interaction decays after the step, either polynomially as
(TDR/m)4 or exponentially with e

�m/TDR . The weakly
interacting case also causes a smoother suppression of the
power spectrum and negligible dark acoustic oscillations
(see Appendix D for more details).

We show the behavior of the dimensionless interac-
tion rate �/H in Fig. 1. In both models, the inter-
action rate starts to drop around at . However, in the
strongly interacting case (bottom panel) we can see that
the decoupling of the dark matter, which occurs when
�(aidm,dec) = H(aidm,dec), is delayed by about one order
of magnitude in scale factor.

The general equations for the non-interacting stepped
dark radiation model can be found for example in [2, 12].
We modify the Euler equation for the bulk velocity as

✓̇idm = . . . + a�(✓DR � ✓idm) , (1)

✓̇DR = . . . + a�S(✓idm � ✓DR) , (2)

where the dot denotes a derivative with respect to con-
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Figure 1. Top panel : The interaction rate in units of the Hub-
ble parameter in the weakly interacting case, with at = 10�4.5

shown in the dotted line. Bottom panel : The interaction rate
in units of the Hubble parameter in the strongly interacting
case, with at = 10�4.5 shown in the dotted line. We also
show the scale factor when the idm decouples (�/H = 1).
Note that at and aidm�dec are separated by about an order of
magnitude.

formal time, S = ⇢idm/(⇢DR + PDR), and

�weak =
�0((1 + zt)/x)2

(1 � 0.05
p

x + 0.131x)4
, (3)

for the weakly interacting model with x = m/TDR ,
whereas

�strong =
4↵

2

d

3⇡
ln(#)

T
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DR

m�
exp(�x)[2 + x(2 + x)], (4)

for the strongly interacting model. Here we used the cold
dark matter mass1 m� (fixed to 1000 GeV for this work)
and defined # = K2(x)(xK0(x)+K1(x))�2

·(⇡↵
�3

d )/(2g )
(with g being the degrees of freedom for the massive
fermion). The Ki(x) are the Bessel-K functions and �0

and ↵d are the interaction strength parameters of each
model. The derivation of these expressions for � can be
found in [3, Eq. (3)] for the weakly interacting model,
and in [4, Eq. (3.13)] for the strongly interacting model.
We will further fix ↵d = 10�4 in order to ensure a tightly
coupled dark radiation species, and instead vary the frac-
tion of dark matter that interacts with the dark radiation,
denoted as fidm , as has been done in [4]. Finally, we ne-
glect the impact of interactions on the interacting dark
matter sound speed, since the latter impacts primarily
small scales beyond the reach of current experiments.
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mass is reasonably large. Instead, the most e�cient scat-
tering occurs from the t-channel process of the massive
fermion exchanging a virtual boson with the dark mat-
ter. Naturally, this scattering is exponentially suppressed
as the massive fermion decays away, e↵ectively receiving
a penalty factor of exp(�m/TDR) . In this case, due to
the choice of a vector boson (as opposed to a scalar bo-
son), there is an additional concern of keeping the re-
maining massless fermions self-interacting [4]. However,
we will restrict ourselves to parameter ranges where such
strong self-interaction is guaranteed except where explic-
itly stated otherwise.

Interestingly, this requirement puts us into a regime
where the interaction rate is much stronger than the Hub-
ble rate � � H before the transition redshift. This, in
turn, requires us to postulate only a subdominant frac-
tion of the overall dark matter to be interacting (which
we denote by fidm), as otherwise, the suppression of clus-
tering would be too strong and observable both in the
CMB and LSS, as also evident from the constraints in
Section IV. Since the interaction is significantly larger
than the Hubble rate before the transition redshift, the
time until the exponential term suppresses �/H ⇠ 1 in
this model is typically delayed by around one decade in
redshift (see also Fig. 1).

D. Summary of interacting dark radiation

To summarize, both the strongly and the weakly inter-
acting stepped dark radiation models are founded on the
mechanism of the dark radiation transition introduced by
a dark sector containing a massive and massless species.
The main di↵erence arising directly from the chosen La-
grangians is how strong the interaction is before the step
(�/H ⌧ 1 in [2, 3], and �/H � 1 in [4]) – thus also justi-
fying our naming convention – as well as how quickly the
interaction decays after the step, either polynomially as
(TDR/m)4 or exponentially with e

�m/TDR . The weakly
interacting case also causes a smoother suppression of the
power spectrum and negligible dark acoustic oscillations
(see Appendix D for more details).

We show the behavior of the dimensionless interac-
tion rate �/H in Fig. 1. In both models, the inter-
action rate starts to drop around at . However, in the
strongly interacting case (bottom panel) we can see that
the decoupling of the dark matter, which occurs when
�(aidm,dec) = H(aidm,dec), is delayed by about one order
of magnitude in scale factor.

The general equations for the non-interacting stepped
dark radiation model can be found for example in [2, 12].
We modify the Euler equation for the bulk velocity as

✓̇idm = . . . + a�(✓DR � ✓idm) , (1)

✓̇DR = . . . + a�S(✓idm � ✓DR) , (2)

where the dot denotes a derivative with respect to con-
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Figure 1. Top panel : The interaction rate in units of the Hub-
ble parameter in the weakly interacting case, with at = 10�4.5

shown in the dotted line. Bottom panel : The interaction rate
in units of the Hubble parameter in the strongly interacting
case, with at = 10�4.5 shown in the dotted line. We also
show the scale factor when the idm decouples (�/H = 1).
Note that at and aidm�dec are separated by about an order of
magnitude.
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for the strongly interacting model. Here we used the cold
dark matter mass1 m� (fixed to 1000 GeV for this work)
and defined # = K2(x)(xK0(x)+K1(x))�2
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(with g being the degrees of freedom for the massive
fermion). The Ki(x) are the Bessel-K functions and �0

and ↵d are the interaction strength parameters of each
model. The derivation of these expressions for � can be
found in [3, Eq. (3)] for the weakly interacting model,
and in [4, Eq. (3.13)] for the strongly interacting model.
We will further fix ↵d = 10�4 in order to ensure a tightly
coupled dark radiation species, and instead vary the frac-
tion of dark matter that interacts with the dark radiation,
denoted as fidm , as has been done in [4]. Finally, we ne-
glect the impact of interactions on the interacting dark
matter sound speed, since the latter impacts primarily
small scales beyond the reach of current experiments.
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Figure 2. Power spectra (unlensed) for the weakly and
strongly interacting models, divided by their non-interacting
limits. The parameters of the two model are given by the
⇤CDM bestfit parameters from [13] with NDR = 0.5, zt =
104.5 and the fidm/�0 adjusted to give �8 = 0.75

We also implement the initial conditions in a consistent
way (detailed in Appendix A), and take care to stay in
the parameter space in which our modeling holds (see
Appendices B and C).

E. Impact on observables

In this Section we briefly discuss the impact on cosmo-
logical observables of the weakly and the strongly inter-
acting model. However, we leave a more detailed descrip-
tion of the underlying physical mechanisms of the power
spectrum suppression and the impact on the CMB to
Appendix D.

The impact of each model on the matter power spec-
trum and the unlensed TT angular power spectrum is
shown in Fig. 2. The parameters of the model have been
chosen such that the impact on the Hubble constant is
large (zt = 104.5

, NDR = 0.5) while also simultaneously
leading to a small S8 value (�8 = 0.75).

We observe that the suppression in the weak model is
smoother but continues to increase in amplitude for large
wavenumbers k, whereas the suppression of the strong
model has a step-like feature around the modes corre-
sponding to the decoupling redshift, with the suppression
only growing slowly for very large k or ` (not visible in
the shown range). In the weakly interacting model the
suppression of power is accumulative (as �/H ⌧ 1) and
is proportional to the ratio of the scale factor between
Hubble entry and decoupling. Instead, in the strongly in-

teracting model (with fidm ⌧ 1) all modes that enter the
Hubble horizon between matter/radiation equality and
the interacting dark matter decoupling, are suppressed
due to the strong interaction between the dark matter
and dark radiation, leading to a drop in power as the
fluctuations in the interacting component are essentially
erased. This also leads to the strong dark acoustic oscil-
lations in the matter power spectrum shown in the top
panel of Fig. 2.

III. ANALYSIS METHOD AND DATA SETS

For the numerical evaluation of the cosmological con-
straints on the models considered within this work
and their statistical comparison we perform a series of
Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) runs using the pub-
lic code MontePython-v3

2 [14, 15], interfaced with our
modified versions of CLASS

3 [16, 17]. We make use of
a Metropolis-Hasting algorithm assuming flat priors on
{!b, !cdm, H0, ln(1010

As), ns, ⌧reio}
4. When considering

the two interacting stepped radiation models we also
vary the amount of tightly coupled dark radiation, NDR,
the logarithm of the redshift at which the step occurs,
log10(zt), and either the dark matter-dark radiation in-
teraction rate (�0) for the weakly interacting model or
the fraction of the dark matter which is tightly coupled
to the dark radiation (fidm) for the strongly interacting
model. We use flat priors on these parameters, constrain-
ing NDR > 0 as well as5 log10(zt) 2 [3, 5] in order to
remain within the cosmologically relevant region.

We adopt the Planck collaboration convention in mod-
eling free-streaming neutrinos as two massless species and
one massive with m⌫ = 0.06 eV [18]. We use Halofit to es-
timate the non-linear matter clustering [19] solely for the
purpose of the CMB lensing, and discuss this choice fur-
ther in Appendix E. We consider chains to be converged
using the Gelman-Rubin [20] criterion |R � 1| . 0.05.6

To analyze the chains and produce our figures we use
GetDist [21], and we obtain the minimal �

2 values using
the same method as employed in [1].

We make use of a variety of likelihoods, detailed in the
bullet points below.

2 https://github.com/brinckmann/montepython_public
3 https://lesgourg.github.io/class_public/class.html
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reionization optical depth.
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The prior of log10(zt) is purposefully chosen larger than the

[4,4.6] range adopted in [2, 3], since the strongly interacting

model has interesting features outside of this range and we aim

to put both models on the same footing. Additionally, strongly

constraining the model can artificially aid its power in decreasing

the Hubble tension at the cost of a certain level of fine-tuning.
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This condition is chosen because of the non-Gaussian (and some-

times multi-modal) shape of the posteriors of the parameters.

For all ⇤CDM runs we have |R � 1| < 0.01.
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Figure 2. Power spectra (unlensed) for the weakly and
strongly interacting models, divided by their non-interacting
limits. The parameters of the two model are given by the
⇤CDM bestfit parameters from [13] with NDR = 0.5, zt =
104.5 and the fidm/�0 adjusted to give �8 = 0.75

We also implement the initial conditions in a consistent
way (detailed in Appendix A), and take care to stay in
the parameter space in which our modeling holds (see
Appendices B and C).

E. Impact on observables

In this Section we briefly discuss the impact on cosmo-
logical observables of the weakly and the strongly inter-
acting model. However, we leave a more detailed descrip-
tion of the underlying physical mechanisms of the power
spectrum suppression and the impact on the CMB to
Appendix D.

The impact of each model on the matter power spec-
trum and the unlensed TT angular power spectrum is
shown in Fig. 2. The parameters of the model have been
chosen such that the impact on the Hubble constant is
large (zt = 104.5

, NDR = 0.5) while also simultaneously
leading to a small S8 value (�8 = 0.75).

We observe that the suppression in the weak model is
smoother but continues to increase in amplitude for large
wavenumbers k, whereas the suppression of the strong
model has a step-like feature around the modes corre-
sponding to the decoupling redshift, with the suppression
only growing slowly for very large k or ` (not visible in
the shown range). In the weakly interacting model the
suppression of power is accumulative (as �/H ⌧ 1) and
is proportional to the ratio of the scale factor between
Hubble entry and decoupling. Instead, in the strongly in-

teracting model (with fidm ⌧ 1) all modes that enter the
Hubble horizon between matter/radiation equality and
the interacting dark matter decoupling, are suppressed
due to the strong interaction between the dark matter
and dark radiation, leading to a drop in power as the
fluctuations in the interacting component are essentially
erased. This also leads to the strong dark acoustic oscil-
lations in the matter power spectrum shown in the top
panel of Fig. 2.

III. ANALYSIS METHOD AND DATA SETS

For the numerical evaluation of the cosmological con-
straints on the models considered within this work
and their statistical comparison we perform a series of
Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) runs using the pub-
lic code MontePython-v3

2 [14, 15], interfaced with our
modified versions of CLASS

3 [16, 17]. We make use of
a Metropolis-Hasting algorithm assuming flat priors on
{!b, !cdm, H0, ln(1010

As), ns, ⌧reio}
4. When considering

the two interacting stepped radiation models we also
vary the amount of tightly coupled dark radiation, NDR,
the logarithm of the redshift at which the step occurs,
log10(zt), and either the dark matter-dark radiation in-
teraction rate (�0) for the weakly interacting model or
the fraction of the dark matter which is tightly coupled
to the dark radiation (fidm) for the strongly interacting
model. We use flat priors on these parameters, constrain-
ing NDR > 0 as well as5 log10(zt) 2 [3, 5] in order to
remain within the cosmologically relevant region.

We adopt the Planck collaboration convention in mod-
eling free-streaming neutrinos as two massless species and
one massive with m⌫ = 0.06 eV [18]. We use Halofit to es-
timate the non-linear matter clustering [19] solely for the
purpose of the CMB lensing, and discuss this choice fur-
ther in Appendix E. We consider chains to be converged
using the Gelman-Rubin [20] criterion |R � 1| . 0.05.6

To analyze the chains and produce our figures we use
GetDist [21], and we obtain the minimal �

2 values using
the same method as employed in [1].

We make use of a variety of likelihoods, detailed in the
bullet points below.

2 https://github.com/brinckmann/montepython_public
3 https://lesgourg.github.io/class_public/class.html
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constraining the model can artificially aid its power in decreasing

the Hubble tension at the cost of a certain level of fine-tuning.
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times multi-modal) shape of the posteriors of the parameters.

For all ⇤CDM runs we have |R � 1| < 0.01.
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Figure 2. Power spectra (unlensed) for the weakly and
strongly interacting models, divided by their non-interacting
limits. The parameters of the two model are given by the
⇤CDM bestfit parameters from [13] with NDR = 0.5, zt =
104.5 and the fidm/�0 adjusted to give �8 = 0.75

We also implement the initial conditions in a consistent
way (detailed in Appendix A), and take care to stay in
the parameter space in which our modeling holds (see
Appendices B and C).

E. Impact on observables

In this Section we briefly discuss the impact on cosmo-
logical observables of the weakly and the strongly inter-
acting model. However, we leave a more detailed descrip-
tion of the underlying physical mechanisms of the power
spectrum suppression and the impact on the CMB to
Appendix D.

The impact of each model on the matter power spec-
trum and the unlensed TT angular power spectrum is
shown in Fig. 2. The parameters of the model have been
chosen such that the impact on the Hubble constant is
large (zt = 104.5

, NDR = 0.5) while also simultaneously
leading to a small S8 value (�8 = 0.75).

We observe that the suppression in the weak model is
smoother but continues to increase in amplitude for large
wavenumbers k, whereas the suppression of the strong
model has a step-like feature around the modes corre-
sponding to the decoupling redshift, with the suppression
only growing slowly for very large k or ` (not visible in
the shown range). In the weakly interacting model the
suppression of power is accumulative (as �/H ⌧ 1) and
is proportional to the ratio of the scale factor between
Hubble entry and decoupling. Instead, in the strongly in-

teracting model (with fidm ⌧ 1) all modes that enter the
Hubble horizon between matter/radiation equality and
the interacting dark matter decoupling, are suppressed
due to the strong interaction between the dark matter
and dark radiation, leading to a drop in power as the
fluctuations in the interacting component are essentially
erased. This also leads to the strong dark acoustic oscil-
lations in the matter power spectrum shown in the top
panel of Fig. 2.

III. ANALYSIS METHOD AND DATA SETS

For the numerical evaluation of the cosmological con-
straints on the models considered within this work
and their statistical comparison we perform a series of
Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) runs using the pub-
lic code MontePython-v3

2 [14, 15], interfaced with our
modified versions of CLASS

3 [16, 17]. We make use of
a Metropolis-Hasting algorithm assuming flat priors on
{!b, !cdm, H0, ln(1010

As), ns, ⌧reio}
4. When considering

the two interacting stepped radiation models we also
vary the amount of tightly coupled dark radiation, NDR,
the logarithm of the redshift at which the step occurs,
log10(zt), and either the dark matter-dark radiation in-
teraction rate (�0) for the weakly interacting model or
the fraction of the dark matter which is tightly coupled
to the dark radiation (fidm) for the strongly interacting
model. We use flat priors on these parameters, constrain-
ing NDR > 0 as well as5 log10(zt) 2 [3, 5] in order to
remain within the cosmologically relevant region.

We adopt the Planck collaboration convention in mod-
eling free-streaming neutrinos as two massless species and
one massive with m⌫ = 0.06 eV [18]. We use Halofit to es-
timate the non-linear matter clustering [19] solely for the
purpose of the CMB lensing, and discuss this choice fur-
ther in Appendix E. We consider chains to be converged
using the Gelman-Rubin [20] criterion |R � 1| . 0.05.6

To analyze the chains and produce our figures we use
GetDist [21], and we obtain the minimal �

2 values using
the same method as employed in [1].

We make use of a variety of likelihoods, detailed in the
bullet points below.

2 https://github.com/brinckmann/montepython_public
3 https://lesgourg.github.io/class_public/class.html
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Here !b and !cdm are the physical baryon and cold dark matter

energy densities, respectively, As is the amplitude of the scalar

perturbations, ns is the scalar spectral index, and ⌧reio is the

reionization optical depth.
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The prior of log10(zt) is purposefully chosen larger than the

[4,4.6] range adopted in [2, 3], since the strongly interacting

model has interesting features outside of this range and we aim

to put both models on the same footing. Additionally, strongly

constraining the model can artificially aid its power in decreasing

the Hubble tension at the cost of a certain level of fine-tuning.
6

This condition is chosen because of the non-Gaussian (and some-

times multi-modal) shape of the posteriors of the parameters.

For all ⇤CDM runs we have |R � 1| < 0.01.
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Model

LCDM 0 5.57 𝝈 68.64

Weak -26.65 2.45 𝝈 71.83

Strong -26.89 2.19 𝝈 71.98
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Figure 3. Triangle plots of the two-dimensional constraints (68% and 95% C.L.) for the strongly (left) and weakly (right)
interacting models for the baseline data set and a variety of added priors (see legend). Particularly notable is the similarity in
the h�NDR panel (caused by the same underlying stepped dark radiation mechanism), the anti-correlation in the NDR �fidm/
NDR ��0 planes between all combinations, and the important di↵erence between the two models in the h�S8 plane. The gray
bands show the H0 and S8 priors.

interactions are able to strongly decrease the value of S8

once a prior is added (S8 = 0.786 ± 0.020 for the strong
model, 0.778 ± 0.014 for the weak model).

However, the main di↵erence between the two models
is revealed when both priors are imposed simultaneously.
While in the weak model, both a low S8 and high H0

can be reached (see Table I), this is not possible in the
strongly interacting model. In this model, the region of
high H0 does not allow for low S8 (it is only allowed
for low H0, see Fig. 3), and thus the more constraining
H0 prior forces the model to remain at relatively large
values of S8 even against the opposing S8 prior. It is
interesting to note that due to the weaker constraint on
the weak interaction than the strong interaction, even
without the S8 prior, the weakly interacting model has
a smaller value of S8 = 0.802 ± 0.019 more compatible
with DES/KiDS data (compared to S8 = 0.818 ± 0.013
for the strong model).

This di↵erence in behavior between these otherwise
so similar models solicits a more detailed investigation,
which can be found in Appendix D. The main conclu-
sion is that this di↵erent behavior is a direct conse-
quence of the di↵erent underlying particle physics mod-
els. The weakly interacting model predicts a relatively
smooth suppression in k which is in place well-before
matter/radiation equality, aeq. On the other hand the
strongly interacting model causes suppression mainly af-

ter aeq leading to additional driving of the photon per-
turbations which is imprinted on the CMB. Thus, when
both NDR is large (to ease the H0 tension) a large frac-
tion of interacting dark matter (to ease the S8 tension)
is disallowed due to the strong impact on the CMB. Cor-
respondingly, in Fig. 3, we observe that while the inter-
action parameter fidm of the strongly interacting model
is always constrained from above, the corresponding pa-
rameter �0 of the weakly interacting model shows a pref-
erence for nonzero values when the S8 prior is added.

This can also be observed in Fig. 4. In order to e�-
ciently ease the Hubble tension, each model should have
log10(zt) around 4 � 4.5 in order to allow for di↵erent
enhancements of low and high CMB multipoles [3]. The
blue curves representing the sole addition of the H0 prior
show this behavior for both models. If the S8 prior is
added on top (orange curves), the weakly interacting
model still has a significant part of the posterior in this
regime, while the strongly interacting model prefers small
values of log10(zt), below around 4 (i.e., after aeq). In this
range, the strongly interacting model is e↵ectively equiv-
alent to that of self-interacting dark radiation from the
perspective of the CMB. We note that Fig. 4 di↵ers from
Fig. 5 of Ref. [2] due to the broadening of the prior range.

We show in Table II a comparison of the �AIC and
Gaussian tension criteria between the models, similarly
to the analyses in [1, 3]. This shows that in all cases the
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Figure 3. Triangle plots of the two-dimensional constraints (68% and 95% C.L.) for the strongly (left) and weakly (right)
interacting models for the baseline data set and a variety of added priors (see legend). Particularly notable is the similarity in
the h�NDR panel (caused by the same underlying stepped dark radiation mechanism), the anti-correlation in the NDR �fidm/
NDR ��0 planes between all combinations, and the important di↵erence between the two models in the h�S8 plane. The gray
bands show the H0 and S8 priors.

interactions are able to strongly decrease the value of S8

once a prior is added (S8 = 0.786 ± 0.020 for the strong
model, 0.778 ± 0.014 for the weak model).

However, the main di↵erence between the two models
is revealed when both priors are imposed simultaneously.
While in the weak model, both a low S8 and high H0

can be reached (see Table I), this is not possible in the
strongly interacting model. In this model, the region of
high H0 does not allow for low S8 (it is only allowed
for low H0, see Fig. 3), and thus the more constraining
H0 prior forces the model to remain at relatively large
values of S8 even against the opposing S8 prior. It is
interesting to note that due to the weaker constraint on
the weak interaction than the strong interaction, even
without the S8 prior, the weakly interacting model has
a smaller value of S8 = 0.802 ± 0.019 more compatible
with DES/KiDS data (compared to S8 = 0.818 ± 0.013
for the strong model).

This di↵erence in behavior between these otherwise
so similar models solicits a more detailed investigation,
which can be found in Appendix D. The main conclu-
sion is that this di↵erent behavior is a direct conse-
quence of the di↵erent underlying particle physics mod-
els. The weakly interacting model predicts a relatively
smooth suppression in k which is in place well-before
matter/radiation equality, aeq. On the other hand the
strongly interacting model causes suppression mainly af-

ter aeq leading to additional driving of the photon per-
turbations which is imprinted on the CMB. Thus, when
both NDR is large (to ease the H0 tension) a large frac-
tion of interacting dark matter (to ease the S8 tension)
is disallowed due to the strong impact on the CMB. Cor-
respondingly, in Fig. 3, we observe that while the inter-
action parameter fidm of the strongly interacting model
is always constrained from above, the corresponding pa-
rameter �0 of the weakly interacting model shows a pref-
erence for nonzero values when the S8 prior is added.

This can also be observed in Fig. 4. In order to e�-
ciently ease the Hubble tension, each model should have
log10(zt) around 4 � 4.5 in order to allow for di↵erent
enhancements of low and high CMB multipoles [3]. The
blue curves representing the sole addition of the H0 prior
show this behavior for both models. If the S8 prior is
added on top (orange curves), the weakly interacting
model still has a significant part of the posterior in this
regime, while the strongly interacting model prefers small
values of log10(zt), below around 4 (i.e., after aeq). In this
range, the strongly interacting model is e↵ectively equiv-
alent to that of self-interacting dark radiation from the
perspective of the CMB. We note that Fig. 4 di↵ers from
Fig. 5 of Ref. [2] due to the broadening of the prior range.

We show in Table II a comparison of the �AIC and
Gaussian tension criteria between the models, similarly
to the analyses in [1, 3]. This shows that in all cases the
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Figure 3. Triangle plots of the two-dimensional constraints (68% and 95% C.L.) for the strongly (left) and weakly (right)
interacting models for the baseline data set and a variety of added priors (see legend). Particularly notable is the similarity in
the h�NDR panel (caused by the same underlying stepped dark radiation mechanism), the anti-correlation in the NDR �fidm/
NDR ��0 planes between all combinations, and the important di↵erence between the two models in the h�S8 plane. The gray
bands show the H0 and S8 priors.

interactions are able to strongly decrease the value of S8

once a prior is added (S8 = 0.786 ± 0.020 for the strong
model, 0.778 ± 0.014 for the weak model).

However, the main di↵erence between the two models
is revealed when both priors are imposed simultaneously.
While in the weak model, both a low S8 and high H0

can be reached (see Table I), this is not possible in the
strongly interacting model. In this model, the region of
high H0 does not allow for low S8 (it is only allowed
for low H0, see Fig. 3), and thus the more constraining
H0 prior forces the model to remain at relatively large
values of S8 even against the opposing S8 prior. It is
interesting to note that due to the weaker constraint on
the weak interaction than the strong interaction, even
without the S8 prior, the weakly interacting model has
a smaller value of S8 = 0.802 ± 0.019 more compatible
with DES/KiDS data (compared to S8 = 0.818 ± 0.013
for the strong model).

This di↵erence in behavior between these otherwise
so similar models solicits a more detailed investigation,
which can be found in Appendix D. The main conclu-
sion is that this di↵erent behavior is a direct conse-
quence of the di↵erent underlying particle physics mod-
els. The weakly interacting model predicts a relatively
smooth suppression in k which is in place well-before
matter/radiation equality, aeq. On the other hand the
strongly interacting model causes suppression mainly af-

ter aeq leading to additional driving of the photon per-
turbations which is imprinted on the CMB. Thus, when
both NDR is large (to ease the H0 tension) a large frac-
tion of interacting dark matter (to ease the S8 tension)
is disallowed due to the strong impact on the CMB. Cor-
respondingly, in Fig. 3, we observe that while the inter-
action parameter fidm of the strongly interacting model
is always constrained from above, the corresponding pa-
rameter �0 of the weakly interacting model shows a pref-
erence for nonzero values when the S8 prior is added.

This can also be observed in Fig. 4. In order to e�-
ciently ease the Hubble tension, each model should have
log10(zt) around 4 � 4.5 in order to allow for di↵erent
enhancements of low and high CMB multipoles [3]. The
blue curves representing the sole addition of the H0 prior
show this behavior for both models. If the S8 prior is
added on top (orange curves), the weakly interacting
model still has a significant part of the posterior in this
regime, while the strongly interacting model prefers small
values of log10(zt), below around 4 (i.e., after aeq). In this
range, the strongly interacting model is e↵ectively equiv-
alent to that of self-interacting dark radiation from the
perspective of the CMB. We note that Fig. 4 di↵ers from
Fig. 5 of Ref. [2] due to the broadening of the prior range.

We show in Table II a comparison of the �AIC and
Gaussian tension criteria between the models, similarly
to the analyses in [1, 3]. This shows that in all cases the
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Figure 3. Triangle plots of the two-dimensional constraints (68% and 95% C.L.) for the strongly (left) and weakly (right)
interacting models for the baseline data set and a variety of added priors (see legend). Particularly notable is the similarity in
the h�NDR panel (caused by the same underlying stepped dark radiation mechanism), the anti-correlation in the NDR �fidm/
NDR ��0 planes between all combinations, and the important di↵erence between the two models in the h�S8 plane. The gray
bands show the H0 and S8 priors.

interactions are able to strongly decrease the value of S8

once a prior is added (S8 = 0.786 ± 0.020 for the strong
model, 0.778 ± 0.014 for the weak model).

However, the main di↵erence between the two models
is revealed when both priors are imposed simultaneously.
While in the weak model, both a low S8 and high H0

can be reached (see Table I), this is not possible in the
strongly interacting model. In this model, the region of
high H0 does not allow for low S8 (it is only allowed
for low H0, see Fig. 3), and thus the more constraining
H0 prior forces the model to remain at relatively large
values of S8 even against the opposing S8 prior. It is
interesting to note that due to the weaker constraint on
the weak interaction than the strong interaction, even
without the S8 prior, the weakly interacting model has
a smaller value of S8 = 0.802 ± 0.019 more compatible
with DES/KiDS data (compared to S8 = 0.818 ± 0.013
for the strong model).

This di↵erence in behavior between these otherwise
so similar models solicits a more detailed investigation,
which can be found in Appendix D. The main conclu-
sion is that this di↵erent behavior is a direct conse-
quence of the di↵erent underlying particle physics mod-
els. The weakly interacting model predicts a relatively
smooth suppression in k which is in place well-before
matter/radiation equality, aeq. On the other hand the
strongly interacting model causes suppression mainly af-

ter aeq leading to additional driving of the photon per-
turbations which is imprinted on the CMB. Thus, when
both NDR is large (to ease the H0 tension) a large frac-
tion of interacting dark matter (to ease the S8 tension)
is disallowed due to the strong impact on the CMB. Cor-
respondingly, in Fig. 3, we observe that while the inter-
action parameter fidm of the strongly interacting model
is always constrained from above, the corresponding pa-
rameter �0 of the weakly interacting model shows a pref-
erence for nonzero values when the S8 prior is added.

This can also be observed in Fig. 4. In order to e�-
ciently ease the Hubble tension, each model should have
log10(zt) around 4 � 4.5 in order to allow for di↵erent
enhancements of low and high CMB multipoles [3]. The
blue curves representing the sole addition of the H0 prior
show this behavior for both models. If the S8 prior is
added on top (orange curves), the weakly interacting
model still has a significant part of the posterior in this
regime, while the strongly interacting model prefers small
values of log10(zt), below around 4 (i.e., after aeq). In this
range, the strongly interacting model is e↵ectively equiv-
alent to that of self-interacting dark radiation from the
perspective of the CMB. We note that Fig. 4 di↵ers from
Fig. 5 of Ref. [2] due to the broadening of the prior range.

We show in Table II a comparison of the �AIC and
Gaussian tension criteria between the models, similarly
to the analyses in [1, 3]. This shows that in all cases the

Weak
N. Schöneberg et al. [arXiv:2306.12469]
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Conclusions
Summary and Outlook

Non-trivial Dark Sector is highly motivated


May leave imprints on cosmological data


CMB anisotropy, Large Scale Structure,                         
Stochastic GW, 21cm line, Lyman 𝝰 forest, etc.


Possible solutions to Hubble /  tensions in ΛCDM


Stepped DR


Interaction btw DM and DR


Will be probed in the future experiments!

S8
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2023). However, a more ambitious goal which will require more observations and the work of
many is to improve the precision of the local measurement of H0 to reach 1.0%.

So, what causes the Hubble Tension? We do not know. The facts are that it has lasted 10
years, it is statistically very significant and all precise (e.g., 3%) local ladder measurements
are higher than the CMB-based prediction, so it is pretty robust. We have undertaken a rather
exhaustive set of tests and studies of systematics and there has been no indication of a problem
on the measurement side. In this regard the JWST data are very impressive. One can speculate
about an unknown systematic error, but the data have become very good, so concrete proposals
for such systematics are inconsistent to date with the breadth of data and tests. It is also easy
to speculate that it is something missing in LCDM but much harder to come up with a specific
notion of what that is with sufficient rigor to test and yield a better fit to the cosmological data.
This is a very hot topic in the theory community and we are seeing lots and lots of proposals,
but nothing definitive or compelling (yet). We are optimistic. History has shown that basic
errors are found by our community rapidly (timescale of ⇠ months) and that discrepancies
that last this long are usually telling us something interesting and thus worth the investment.
Let’s be curious.

(On another day the conference enacted a poll, which is a rather unscientific way to resolve
the Hubble Tension but it is a snapshot of what people at the conference thought after a couple
of days, and entertaining, and we attach the result as Figure 14. The polling was anonymous
and used a smartphone app to allow the participants to vote. The three options voted on as
possible cause of the Hubble Tension were a problem with the CMB analysis, a problem with
LCDM or an issue with stellar physics. As the conference was a gathering of people studying
stars and their physics, it was noteworthy that ⇠70% of attendees did not think the Hubble
Tension was due to a problem with the physics of stars).

We want to thank the organizers for a wonderful conference filled with discussions and
goulash.

Figure 14. Meeting Poll.
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Figure 17. The approximate fractional di↵erence [Eq. (D13)] between the temperature power spectrum (only SW e↵ect) for
both the weak (left) and strong (right) models using the same model parameters as in Fig. 14. The full di↵erence (black) is
the sum of the driving (blue) and potential (red) contributions. A comparison between the di↵erences here and Fig. 2 shows
that Eq. (D13) is a good approximation to the full calculation.

strongly interacting model weakly interacting model

Parameter D DH DS DHS D DH DS DHS

H0[km/s/Mpc] 68.49 71.50 67.94 71.90 68.09 71.70 68.24 71.80

S8 0.825 0.832 0.784 0.798 0.794 0.824 0.776 0.781

109
As 3.053 3.049 3.046 3.031 3.038 3.051 3.038 3.053

ns 0.9721 0.9829 0.9716 0.9715 0.9708 0.9820 0.9733 0.9892

⌦m 0.3103 0.2993 0.3089 0.2911 0.3067 0.2979 0.3055 0.2984

⌧reio 0.0573 0.0548 0.0555 0.0554 0.0520 0.0570 0.0519 0.0565

NDR 0.13 0.64 0.01 0.74 0.01 0.64 0.02 0.64

�0 [10�6/Mpc] – – – – 1.03 0.07 1.17 0.63

fidm 0.01 4 ⇥ 10�5 0.08 4 ⇥ 10�4 – – – –

Table IV. Best-fit values for the di↵erent parameters for the weak and the strong model, given the baseline data set D and
either the H0 prior (H) or S8 prior (S).
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Figure 15. The fractional change, relative to the correspond-
ing model without dark matter-dark radiation interactions,
in the Weyl potential evaluated at photon decoupling. The
parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.

In the strongly interacting model, the tightly cou-
pled fraction will also impart dark acoustic oscillations
of wavelength �DAO ⇠ 2⇡/[⌘idm,dec/

p
3] with an ampli-

tude that scales as �DR/�cdm,strong / zidm,dec/zeq (see for
example Appendix C of Ref. [63]).

We show the suppression of the matter power spec-
trum (solid curves) for several choices of log10(zt) along
with the approximate scalings in Fig. 14 (dotted curves).
There we can see that the logarithmic suppression in the
weak model, Eq. (D10), is a very good approximation
(left panel). As shown by the dotted vertical lines in the
right panel, the scale above which the strong model is
suppressed is well-approximated by kc ' ⇡/⌧idm,dec. The
horizontal dotted lines show that the level of the sup-
pression in the strong model is in good agreement with
Eq. (D11), but the blue curves (log10(zidm,dec) = 3.6)
show this degrades as zidm,dec approaches zrec . Finally,
we can see that for the strong model, the amplitude of
the DAO increases as zt increases.

2. Impact on the CMB

Both the weak and strong models imprint a signifi-
cant suppression to the gravitational potentials by pho-
ton decoupling, as shown in Fig. 15. In that figure,
we have related the wavenumber, k, to its correspond-
ing multipole, `, at the surface of last scattering through
` ' k(⌘0�⌘dec), where ⌘0 and ⌘dec are the conformal time
today and at photon decoupling, respectively. Since the
dynamics of the interacting dark matter is imprinted on
the CMB through gravitational e↵ects, it would appear
as though both models will produce CMB power spectra
which deviate from ⇤CDM by roughly the same amount
at ` ⇠ 2000. However, as we now discuss, the time evo-
lution of the gravitational potentials plays a central role
and allows us to distinguish between the impact of the
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Figure 16. The di↵erence between the driving and potential
terms for the weak and strong models for log10(zt) = 4.5,
NDR = 0.5, �0 = 5.8 ⇥ 10�7 Mpc�1 for the weak model,
and fidm = 0.03 for the strong model. On the top x-axis we
have indicated the approximate multipole, `, through ` ' k⌘0,
where ⌘0 is the conformal time today.

weak and strong models.
Under the tight coupling approximation, the photon

fluid equations can be written as a damped, driven, har-
monic oscillator with the Weyl potential  ⌘ (�+  )/2,
playing the role of a driving force. From this, we can
write the Sachs-Wolfe contribution to the temperature
anisotropies as
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where ⇣(~k) is the primordial curvature perturbation, the
exponential factor takes into account the damping ef-
fects of photon di↵usion which occurs over a length scale
⇠ 1/kD, and we have approximated the sound horizon
as rs(⌘) ' ⌘/

p
3. From this, we can see that the Sachs-

Wolfe contribution to the temperature anisotropies con-
sists of four terms: a term giving us free oscillations (note
that for adiabatic initial conditions, we have used the fact
that 1

4
��(k, 0) + �(k, 0) = �1 [60]), an integrated term

due to the driving e↵ects of the Weyl potential, a term
due to the potential �, and finally the gravitational red-
shift due to  . We will use an instantaneous decoupling
approximation so the above equation will be evaluated
at ⌘ = ⌘rec .



CMB measures  tightly by sound horizon angle
H0
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rs

DAθs

θs =
rs

DA

rs ∼
cs

Hearly
∼

cs

Hrec(ρearly/ρrec)1/2

DA ∼
c

Hlate
∼

c
H0(ρlate/ρtoday)1/2

H0 ∼ Hrecθs
c/(ρlate/ρtoday)1/2

cs/(ρearly/ρrec)1/2

HPlanck2018
0 = 67.36 ± 0.54 km/s/Mpc

: sound speed of baryon-photon plasmacsHubble Tension
Early Universe Measurement
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DA =
c

H0 ∫
t0

trec

dt/t0
[ρ(t)/ρ0]1/2

rs =
1

Hrec ∫
trec

0

cs(t)dt/trec

[ρ(t)/ρ(trec)]1/2

H0 = Hrecθs

∫ t0
trec

dt/t0
[ρ(t)/ρ0]1/2

∫ trec

0
cs(t)dt/trec

[ρ(t)/ρ(trec)]1/2

Early Universe Measurement
CMB again

HPlanck2018
0 = 67.36 ± 0.54 km/Mpc/s



To increase ,
H0
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Cosmological Tensions
Hubble tension (~4-6 )σ

H0 ∼ Hrecθs
c/(ρlate/ρtoday)1/2

cs/(ρearly/ρrec)1/2
H0 & S8 together?
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Enhance early measurement of H0 & decrease early measurement of S8?

S8
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H0
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To increase ,


Decrease energy density at late times (late-time solutions)


Increasing  over time with  fixed  energy is created out of nowhere

H0

ρ(t) ρ0 →
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Cosmological Tensions
Hubble tension (~4-6 )σ

13+996

H0 ∼ Hrecθs
c/(ρlate/ρtoday)1/2

cs/(ρearly/ρrec)1/2



H0 ∼ Hrecθs
c/(ρlate/ρtoday)1/2

cs/(ρearly/ρrec)1/2

To increase ,


Decrease energy density at late times (late-time solutions)


Decrease sound speed in early universe (sounds crazy)

H0
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Cosmological Tensions
Hubble tension (~4-6 )σ



To increase ,


Decrease energy density at late times (late-time solutions)


Decrease sound speed in early universe (sounds crazy)


Increase energy density at early times (early-time solutions)

H0

47

Cosmological Tensions
Hubble tension (~4-6 )σ

H0 ∼ Hrecθs
c/(ρlate/ρtoday)1/2

cs/(ρearly/ρrec)1/2
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SPartAcous
Boltzmann equations

·δidm = − θidm + 3 ·ϕ

·θidm = − ℋθidm + k2ψ + aΓ(θdr − θidm)

·δdr = − (1 + w)(θdr − 3 ·ϕ) − 3ℋ(c2
s − w)δdr

·θdr = − [(1 − 3w)ℋ +
·w

1 + w ] θdr + k2 ( c2
s

1 + w
δdr + ψ) +

ρidm

ρdr(1 + w)
aΓ(θidm − θdr)

Γ =
4

3π
α2

d log( ⋆ )
T2

d

mχ
e−mψ /Td 2 +

mψ

Td (2 +
mψ

Td )

rg =
gUV

* − gIR
*

gIR
*

= ( ΔNIR
eff

ΔNUV
eff )

3

− 1
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 and  values H0 S8
Using WZDR model best-fit parameters

Aloni et al. [arXiv:2111.00014]
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 and  values H0 S8
Using WZDR model best-fit parameters

Aloni et al. [arXiv:2111.00014]
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 and  values H0 S8
Using WZDR model best-fit parameters
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 and  values H0 S8
Using WZDR model best-fit parameters
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Dark Matter interaction with DR
Tightly-coupled DM-DR
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Dark Matter interaction with DR
Tightly-coupled DM-DR
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Dark Matter interaction with DR
Tightly-coupled DM-DR
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Dark Matter interaction with DR
Dark Acoustic Oscillations
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Dark Matter interaction with DR
Structure Suppression








